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We report nonclassical aspects of the collective behaviour of two atoms in a cavity by investigat-
ing the photon statistics and photon distribution in a very broad domain of parameters. Starting
with the dynamics of two atoms radiating in phase into the cavity, we study the photon statistics
for arbitrary interatomic phases as revealed by the second-order intensity correlation function at
zero time g(2)(0) and the Mandel Q parameter. We find that the light field can be tuned from
antibunched to (super-)bunched as well as nonclassical to classical behaviour by merely modifying
the atomic position. The highest nonclassicality in the sense of the smallest Q parameter is found
when spontaneous emission, cavity decay, coherent pumping, and atom-cavity coupling are of com-
parable magnitude. We introduce a quantum version of the negative binomial distribution with its
parameters directly related to Q and g(2)(0) and discuss its range of applicability. We also examine
the Klyshko parameter which highlights the nonclassicality of the photon distribution.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nonclassical properties of light, i.e., effects and phe-
nomena, which cannot be explained by classical optics,
have been studied extensively in recent years. The light
emitted from a few atoms confined to a cavity, for in-
stance, can exhibit remarkable quantum effects like anti-
bunching or squeezing [1–4].
Measures for the nonclassicality of light fields have
been transferred from quantum mechanics like phase-
space quasi-probability distributions such as the Wigner
function W (q, p), but also new ones were introduced in
the context of the quanta of light like the Mandel Q pa-
rameter [5] or the squeezing parameter S [6–8]. The lat-
ter indicators are based on investigations of the fluctua-
tions in the number of photons or in the field quadratures,
respectively. Nowadays, a great number of such non-
classicality measures [9–12] and generalizations to multi-
mode fields [13] exist. Yet, most of these nonclassicality
measures are sufficient but not necessary. Richter and
Vogel formulated a necessary and sufficient hierarchy of
conditions for nonclassicality utilizing the Bochner the-
orem from probability theory [10]. Till today, however,
no simple general criteria that is sufficient and necessary
has been found [14]. In order to focus on the underlying
physics, we will narrow our investigations of nonclassical-
ity to quantities that are based on comprehensible physi-
cal principles, namely sub- or super-Poissonian statistics
of the photon distribution and (anti-)bunching of pho-
tons. These are the Mandel Q parameter and Glauber’s
normalized second-order correlation function at zero time
g(2)(0) [15], respectively.
In this article, we study the nonclassicality of light
fields due to cooperative atomic emission. When study-
ing collective effects, configurations consisting of just
two emitters are particularly interesting as they serve as
the most elementary system to study cooperative effects.
Moreover, to keep the discussion clear, it is desirable to
focus on a single-mode of the electromagnetic field. Very
recently, three groups reported the experimental achieve-
ment of such an ideal system, namely two precisely steer-
able atoms [16, 17] or ions [18] coupled to a single-mode
cavity. This setup constitutes a natural platform to study
quantum features of collective light emission as a function
of the various parameters of the system.
Most theoretical studies of atom-cavity interactions as-
sume a symmetric coupling. These include the original
study by Tavis and Cummings [19] and most of the re-
cent investigations of a few atoms coupled to a cavity
(e.g. [20–22]). Only few theoretical articles have been
devoted to asymmetrical coupling configurations [23–26].
In these studies, however, merely the rate of output pho-
tons [23, 24, 26], or very specifically for the dispersive
cavity, the squeezing of the output spectrum [25] have
been discussed. There is, however, no investigation ex-
ploring the photon statistics of the specific systems in a
very broad regime of parameters, which is the focus of
the present study. In contrast to the previously men-
tioned theoretical considerations, we neither make use of
any approximations like adiabatic separation [20–22] nor
limit ourselves to the strong coupling domain [23, 24] nor
describe the dynamics in the limit of large detuning [25].
We focus our study on the implications of the inter-
atomic phase induced by an asymmetric coupling. This
phase control is, for instance, used in the classical case
to enhance the mean signal, i.e., antennas oscillating in
phase, and in the quantum case, a previous study showed
that two atoms radiating out of phase are surprisingly
able to produce a larger mean signal than the correspond-
ing in-phase radiating atoms [26]. Here, we examine the
2phase control of quantum statistical aspects. The specific
findings of this article are (a) tuning from antibunching to
superbunching of the emitted light by crossing over from
an in- to out-of-phase configuration of the atoms, (b)
the most prominent nonclassical behaviour when spon-
taneous emission, cavity decay, coherent pumping, and
atom-cavity coupling are of comparable magnitude, (c)
a photon number distribution for the collective radiation
described by a quantum version of the negative binomial
distribution with its parameters directly related to the
two nonclassicality measures g(2)(0) and Q, and (d) non-
classicality of the photon number distribution as revealed
by Klyshko’s criterion.
II. SYSTEM
A schematic drawing of the investigated system is
shown in Fig. 1. The atoms - modeled as two-level sys-
tems with upper level |e〉 and lower level |g〉 at transition
frequency ωA - couple to a single mode ωC of the cavity.
An external laser field oriented perpendicular to the cav-
ity axis coherently drives the atoms at frequency ωL. The
emission of the system can, for instance, be measured by
a Hanbury Brown and Twiss (HBT)-like setup [27] con-
sisting of a beam splitter dividing the radiated intensity
into two modes enabling one to record the intensity as
well as second-order intensity correlations. For correla-
tions of higher order, an accordingly extended setup has
to be used. As the laser operates perpendicular to the
cavity axis, it is guaranteed that values measured at the
detectors are proportional to their corresponding intra-
cavity value. The atomic Hilbert space is given by the
appropriate tensor product of the single atom-space, i.e.,
H ≡ (C2)⊗2, which is spanned by the factorized states
|gg〉 , |eg〉 , |ge〉 , |ee〉. The atoms can be fully character-
ized by spin-half operators, which for the ith atom read
S+i = |e〉i 〈g|i , S−i = |g〉i 〈e|i , Szi = |e〉i 〈e|i . (1)
The single intracavity mode, on the other hand, is de-
scribed by the bosonic annihilation and creation operator
a and a†.
A. Hamiltonian and master equation treatment
In an interaction frame rotating at the laser frequency
ωL, the closed dynamics of atom and cavity are governed
by the following Hamiltonian
H = H0 +HI +HL (2)
= ~∆
∑
i=1,2
Szi + ~δa
†a
+~
∑
i=1,2
gi
(
S+i a+ S
−
i a
†
)
+~η
∑
i=1,2
(
S+i + S
−
i
)
,
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FIG. 1. Sketch of the investigated system. Two two-level
atoms (with upper level |e〉, lower level |g〉 and transition fre-
quency ωA) are driven by a coherent laser at frequency ωL
with Rabi frequency η and couple to a single mode of a cavity
(maximum coupling strength g) with frequency ωC = 2pic/λC .
Possible dissipative processes are spontaneous emission (γ)
and cavity decay (κ). Along the cavity axis, intensity as well
as intensity correlations can be measured by a Hanbury Brown
and Twiss setup consisting of a beam splitter and two detec-
tors.
which describes the atoms as well as their coupling to
the cavity and the external laser. The three parts of
the Hamiltonian describe the independent system of two
atoms and a single-mode of the electromagnetic field
(H0), the interaction of the atoms and the cavity (HI),
as well as the driving of the atoms by the laser (HL).
In the description of the independent system, ∆ =
ωA − ωL and δ = ωC − ωL constitute the atom-laser
and cavity-laser detuning. The atom-cavity interaction is
modelled by the Tavis-Cummings Hamiltonian [19] which
utilizes the dipole approximation and the rotating wave
approximation. Unlike most previous studies, we do not
assume the atoms to be symmetrically coupled to the
cavity mode, but take into account that the atom-cavity-
interaction crucially depends on the precise position of
the atoms within the cavity. The coupling strength of
the ith atom can thus be written as a function of its
position zi and is given by gi = g cos(2pizi/λC), with g
being the maximum coupling constant. In this paper, we
fix one atom at an antinode of the cavity field, while we
vary the position of the other atom along the cavity axis.
The former atom thus couples maximally to the cavity,
while the coupling strength of the latter atom depends on
the resulting interatomic distance ∆z = z2−z1, inducing
a phase shift φz = 2pi∆z/λC between the radiation emit-
ted by the two atoms [28]. The resulting atom-cavity-
couplings can then be written as
g1 = g , (3a)
g2 = g cos(φz) . (3b)
The coherent pumping of the atoms by an external laser
is characterized by the Hamiltonian HL. For a fixed
atomic transition dipole moment deg, the Rabi frequency
η = degE/~ can be used to indicate the strength of the
coherent pump field E . We assume a homogeneous driv-
ing of the atoms, which is, for instance, the case, when
3the interatomic displacements in y-direction are negligi-
ble. Varying pump rates due to spatial variation of the
laser phase could also be absorbed into modified coupling
constants of the atoms.
Due to the non-neglectable dissipative processes, which
are predominantly cavity decay, i.e., the leakage of intra-
cavity photons from the cavity at a rate κ, and sponta-
neous emission by the atoms, i.e., the emission of photons
into the side-modes at a rate γ, the dynamics of the en-
tire system are to be described by the following master
equation [4]
∂
∂t
ρ = − i
~
[H, ρ] + Lγρ+ Lκρ , (4)
where ρ is the density operator describing the atom-
cavity system. The dissipative processes, i.e., the impact
by the environment, are included in the treatment by the
Liouvillian superoperators Lγ and Lκ. In particular, the
sideway radiation is taken into account by the term
Lγρ = γ
2
∑
i=1,2
(
2S−i ρS
+
i − S+i S−i ρ− ρS+i S−i
)
, (5)
while the leakage of photons is considered by the Liou-
villian
Lκρ = κ
2
(
2aρa† − a†aρ− ρa†a) . (6)
Note that in this paper, we neglect dephasing effects,
which are marginal for atoms and ions, but would become
relevant in solid-state systems, like quantum dots.
B. Energy levels and occurring transitions
We describe the atoms by collective basis states ac-
cording to the spin-algebra of two two-level systems, i.e.,
the triplet consisting of the symmetric states |gg〉 , |+〉 =
(|ge〉 + |eg〉)/√2, |ee〉, and the anti-symmetric singlet
|−〉 = (|ge〉 − |eg〉)/√2. The states with a single atomic
excitation, i.e., |±〉 = D†± |gg〉 are also called symmetric
and anti-symmetric Dicke state and are created by the
collective Dicke operators D†± = (S
+
1 ± S+2 )/
√
2 [4]. To-
gether with the n-photon Fock state |n〉 describing the
cavity mode, these states fully characterize the occur-
ring transitions. An overview is given in Fig. 2 for two
different configurations of the atoms. The transitions
seen in Fig. 2(a) show two atoms radiating in-phase with
φz = 0 (2pi), i.e., they are located at antinodes with an in-
teratomic distance of a multiple of λC . On the contrary,
atoms at a distance given by an odd multiple of λC/2 con-
stitute an out-of-phase radiation configuration (φz = pi)
where the corresponding transitions are depicted in Fig.
2(b).
The external laser (η) always pumps symmetric states,
i.e., |+〉 and |ee〉, regardless of the interatomic phase φz.
This can be seen by rewriting the pumping Hamiltonian
in terms of the collective operators D†± [25], which yields
(a) φz = 0
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FIG. 2. Overview of the energy levels and occurring tran-
sitions. For different manifolds of cavity states |n〉, the four
atomic basis states are drawn. The lowest energy state shown
thus corresponds to |gg〉 ⊗ |n〉 = |gg, n〉. From this state, the
external laser (η) only pumps the symmetric states, i.e., sym-
metric Dicke state |+〉 and doubly excited state |ee〉. Sponta-
neous emission (γ) deexcites the atoms within a specific man-
ifold of cavity states, while cavity decay (κ) does not alter
the atomic state, but shift the states between different cavity
state-manifolds. The atom-cavity-coupling strongly depends
on the interatomic phase φz. For an in-phase configuration
(a), the coupling is via the symmetric Dicke state |+〉, whereas
for atoms radiating out-of-phase (b), the cavity couples via
the anti-symmetric Dicke state |−〉.
HL = ~
√
2η(D†+ +D+) and thus gives rise to the transi-
tions
|gg, n〉 η−→ |+, n〉 η−→ |ee, n〉 . (7)
The interaction term, however, strongly depends on the
interatomic phase φz and couples the atoms to the cav-
ity via |+〉 or |−〉. The corresponding Hamiltonian HI
can be rewritten as a function of the interatomic phase
reading HI(φz) = H+(φz) + H−(φz), where H±(φz) =
~g±(φz)(aD
†
± + a
†D±) and g±(φz) = g[1± cos(φz)]/
√
2.
For the two special cases of φz = 0 and φz = pi, i.e., in-
phase and out-of-phase radiation, respectively, one of the
two Dicke states is uncoupled from the atom-cavity inter-
actions. For atoms radiating in-phase, it obviously holds
g−(φz = 0) = 0 and the anti-symmetric Dicke state |−〉
is (even almost completely) uncoupled from the dynam-
ics. In the case of atoms radiating out-of-phase, however,
g+(φz = pi) = 0 and the cavity couples to the atoms via
|−〉. The atom-cavity interactions can thus be written as
φz = 0 : |ee, n〉 g+←→ |+, n+ 1〉 g+←→ |gg, n+ 2〉 , (8a)
φz = pi : |ee, n〉 g−←→ |−, n+ 1〉 g−←→ |gg, n+ 2〉 . (8b)
4Though for φz = pi, only the symmetric Dicke state is
pumped by the applied coherent field and at the same
time only the anti-symmetric Dicke state couples to the
cavity, the photon number in the cavity is non-zero due
to higher-order processes populating the states |ee〉 and
|−〉. The anti-symmetric Dicke state, for instance, can
be populated by spontaneous emission of two fully in-
verted atoms, but as well be depopulated by a further
spontaneous emission process, i.e.,
|ee, n〉 γ−→ |±, n〉 γ−→ |gg, n〉 . (9)
The nonzero output was recently measured [16, 17] and,
more recently, it was shown that the emission in this
configuration can surprisingly exceed the respective ra-
diation from atoms radiating in phase by far, leading to
a hyperradiant emission [26].
Spontaneous emission only modifies the atomic state
and does not depend on the interatomic phase. It thus
takes place for any interatomic phase including φz = 0
and φz = pi. Note that spontaneous emission is the
only non-pseudo-spin-preserving process in the symmet-
ric case (φz = 0), where both atoms are equally coupled
to the cavity. In the asymmetric coupling (φz = pi), spon-
taneous emission and cavity coupling are non-pseudo-
spin-preserving. Transitions due to cavity decay, on the
contrary, do not alter the atomic state but shift the sys-
tem to a different manifold of atomic states, i.e.,
|., n〉 κ−→ |., n− 1〉 . (10)
III. PHASE CONTROL OF NONCLASSICALITY
We proceed with an investigation of the cavity field
with respect to quantum correlations, photon statistics
and nonclassicality for different parameters of the system.
To work out the φz-dependent statistics and quantum
signatures of the atom-cavity system, we have to solve
the master equation given in Eq. (4). The dynamical
behavior of the system depends on the specific design of
the atom-cavity system and thus on many parameters.
In order to keep our discussion fairly general, it becomes
inevitable to solve the master equation quite universally
by studying the behavior in many different regimes. We
accomplished this via numerical techniques [29], where
we solve for the steady-state solution by LU-decomposing
the matrices. The numerical convergence was ensured by
considering different sizes of the photonic Hilbert space.
Whereas the pumping strength η and the detunings
δ,∆ can be easily varied, g, κ, and γ are inherent proper-
ties of the cavity and the atoms used. In order to focus on
the collective behavior of the system, we will mainly work
with on-resonance driving and coupling (δ = ∆ = 0)
throughout this study. As a consequence, we investigate
the quantum signatures of the φz-dependent statistics for
different atom-cavity-laser setups mainly with respect to
the freely adjustable pumping strength η.
The quantum signatures include the study of the nor-
malized second-order correlation function at zero time
[15]
g(2) ≡ g(2)(0) = 〈a
†a†aa〉
〈a†a〉2 , (11)
which constitutes a natural witness in the setup and can
be obtained by a correlated measurement as depicted
in Fig. 1. Depending on the value of g(2), different
field statistics of the emitted light can be distinguished:
antibunched (g(2) < 1), coherent (g(2) = 1), bunched
(1 < g(2) < 2), thermal (g(2) = 2) and superbunched
(2 < g(2)). A value of g(2) smaller than one reveals that
the considered photonic field behaves nonclassical.
The nonclassical properties of the photonic field can
be further examined by use of the Mandel Q parameter
[5]. In terms of moments, Q is given by
Q =
〈a†a†aa〉 − 〈a†a〉2
〈a†a〉 , (12)
and can likewise be measured in the HBT setup. Q re-
veals the kind of underlying photon statistics. Q = 0
corresponds to light with Poissonian statistics, i.e., per-
fectly coherent light, whereas a positive value of Q cor-
responds to super-Poissonian light, which can be in-
terpreted via fluctuations in the light field and is thus
considered as classical. A negative value of Q, on the
other hand, signalizes sub-Poissonian light, indicating
a narrower photon distribution than perfectly coherent
light, which is a clear indicator for nonclassicality. From
the definitions, it is obvious that Q and g(2) are con-
nected via Q = 〈a†a〉 (g(2) − 1). Therefore it holds that
Q < 0 ⇔ g(2) < 1 and hence both quantities indicate
the same nonclassicality domain. The system with the
smallest Q-value, however, does not need to have the
smallest g(2)-value as well. In this paper, we will study
both witnesses: we use g(2) to distinguish domains of dif-
ferent light statistics and will exploit Q to investigate the
nonclassical domain further.
For in-phase radiating atoms, an overview of the pho-
ton statistics can be seen in Fig. 3(a) as a function of
the couplings to the cavity g and to the external laser
η reflecting the transitions from bad to good cavities
and from low to high pumping, respectively. In these
areas, the witnesses reveal a large variety of light statis-
tics. In fact, g(2) in Fig. 3(a) covers the entire range
from antibunched to superbunched light, while Q can be
as small as −0.1. Including the interatomic phase φz into
the discussion yields an even richer picture. Plots of the
witnesses dependent on φz are shown in Fig. 3(b), (c),
(d) and (e) for a bad, an intermediate (with and with-
out detuning) and a good cavity, respectively. While at
φz = 0 (2pi) one is able to recapitulate the in-phase results
of Fig. 3(a), φz = pi reveals the out-of-phase radiation
of the atoms. We note that at φz = pi/2 (3pi/2), the sec-
ond atom is effectively uncoupled from the cavity since
cos(pi/2) = 0, yielding a single atom configuration.
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FIG. 3. Second-order correlation function g(2) (first row) and Mandel Q parameter (second row) for the system of Fig. 1 with
γ = κ. In the first row, five different light statistics are distinguished by use of unified colors: from anti-bunched via coherent,
bunched and thermal to superbunched. Observe that coherent and thermal light, i.e., g(2) = 1, 2 are also depicted in a unified
color in the colorbar. For Q, all non-negative values including Q = 0 are depicted white. In all figures, the dotted, dashed and
solid curve indicate the mean photon number 〈a†a〉 = 0.01, 0.1, 1, respectively. (a) Atoms radiating in phase. (b),(c),(d),(e)
Interatomic phase φz-dependent statistics in a bad cavity (b), an intermediate cavity (without (c) and with detuning (d)) and
a good cavity (e). The results are discussed in the text.
In the bad cavity regime g/κ ≪ 1, we can tune the
statistic of the light emitted in phase by the pumping
strength alone. In this limit, the dynamics of cavity and
atoms can be separated [23, 24, 30]. The cavity field
then adiabatically follows the dynamics of the atoms, i.e.
a ∝ S−. At small η, every excitation of the atoms is
instantly converted into a photon either in the cavity
mode (g+) or the sideway modes (γ). Thus, before the
atoms are able to radiate another photon into the cavity
mode, the atoms need to get reexcited at first. In this pa-
rameter regime, second-order processes are subordinate
yielding effectively a two-level system consisting of the
excited state |+〉 and the ground state |gg〉 similar to the
one atom case. This - like in the one atom case - leads
to antibunched light, see Fig. 3(a). At higher η, how-
ever, higher-order processes accompanied by the emis-
sion of photon pairs via the transitions given in (8a) are
possible and yield bunched or even superbunched light
statistics [20]. When g . κ, the conditions for coherent
and thermal light g(2) = 1, 2 are usually fulfilled only
for a very narrow realm. In the cavity quantum electro-
dynamics (CQED) limit g/κ ≫ 1, on the contrary, the
cavity field is given by a coherent state for atoms radi-
ating in phase, which can be seen in Fig. 3(a) above the
threshold g/κ & 5 or in Fig. 3(e) at φz = 0. In this limit,
spontaneous emission as well as the pumping only affect
the mean photon number. This is in stark contrast to the
antibunching observed when driving the cavity instead of
the atoms [31] or the antibunched light emitted from one
atom, see the thin antibunched region at φz = pi/2 (3pi/2)
in Fig. 3(e). In the limit g/κ→∞, the light field inside
a cavity containing a single atom also becomes coherent
[32]. The smallest value of Q = −0.1 and therefore the
highest nonclassicality is found in an intermediate cavity
with κ ≈ g ≈ η ≈ γ and φz = 0, see Fig. 3(a) and (c). In
this regime, all occurring effects work against each other
leading to nonclassical light. This is similar to the one
atom case, see the dark dot at φz = pi/2 (3pi/2) of Fig.
3(c).
Regardless of the regime, the resulting light field of
two atoms radiating out-of-phase (φz = pi) is always
bunched or superbunched (g(2) > 1), while the nonclassi-
cality vanishes completely (Q > 0). In this configuration,
the first-order emission into the cavity is forbidden, i.e.,
|gg, n〉 η→ |+, n〉 g9 |gg, n+ 1〉, leading predominantly to
the emission of photon pairs via the antisymmetric Dicke
state |−〉 (which is decoupled from the pumping process),
see (8b). While in the investigated regimes, the light field
of two atoms radiating in phase does not exceed g(2) = 3,
two atoms radiating out of phase at the same parameters
can produce a light field exhibiting a giant photon bunch-
ing with g(2) > 80, see Fig. 4(a). A g(2)-value of ≈ 60
in the low pumping regime of two atoms was recently
observed by Neuzner et al. [17].
Occurrence of detuning radically modifies the situa-
tion. In the experimentally realistic scenario δ = ∆, i.e.,
an off-resonant driving (ωL 6= ωA = ωC), small detuning
of the order of 0.1κ only slightly affects the statistics,
while at a detuning δ = ∆ ≈ κ (for a good cavity at
δ = ∆ ≈ 10κ) and almost regardless of the pumping, the
statistics change to solely bunched light in the case of
φz = 0 and for φz = pi to even higher g
(2)-values in the
superbunched regime, while the nonclassicality vanishes
completely, see Fig. 3(d). The same process occurs in
bad and good cavities (not shown). Due to the detuning,
the excitation probability decreases, and the occurring
processes do not compete as much as before. At the
same time, the mean photon rate drops.
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FIG. 4. Profiles of the quantum witnesses of Fig. 3 at specific
values. (a) While at (g, η, γ) = (0.1, 0.1, 1.0)κ, the light field
of two in-phase atoms (φz = 0, 2pi) is antibunched and non-
classical, in the corresponding setup when the second atoms
emits a radiation out-of-phase w.r.t. the first atom (φz = pi),
a giant photon bunching can be observed. (b) The inter-
atomic phase φz is also a critical factor for nonclassicality. In
the presented regime (g, η, γ) = (1.0, 1.5, 1)κ, one can tune
the light field from nonclassical to classical by merely moving
the second atom.
The resulting photon statistics of the cavity field hence
crucially depend on the interatomic phase φz due to the
asymmetric coupling of the atoms. By merely moving
the atoms (and thus changing the phase), it is possi-
ble to tune the output. For a specific and fixed atom-
cavity-laser setup, we are thus able to control the photon
statistics from antibunching (nonclassicality) to super-
bunching (classicality) by solely altering the interatomic
phase, see Fig. 4(b).
IV. PHOTON STATISTICS
In addition to nonclassicality, we also investigate the
full photon statistics p(n) of the light field emitted by the
setup. Hereby, a noteworthy distribution is the negative
binomial distribution (nbd) [33], which is able to describe
the distribution of diagonal states of classical light. The
nbd is defined by
Ps,p(n) =
(
s+ n− 1
n
)
ps(1− p)n , (13)
where the two parameters s and p are restricted to s ≥
0 and 0 ≤ p ≤ 1. Further, s is restricted to positive
integers, but the nbd can be generalized to allow for a
continuous s using the Gamma function. The parameters
of the nbd, s and p, can also be related to the moments
of the distribution yielding
s =
〈a†a〉2
〈a†a†aa〉 − 〈a†a〉2 , (14a)
p =
〈a†a〉
〈a†a†aa〉+ 〈a†a〉 − 〈a†a〉2 . (14b)
FIG. 5. Modification of the photon distribution depending on
the interatomic phase φz, here at (η, g, γ) = (0.7, 0.7, 1.0)κ.
At φz = pi, the second atom emits out of phase with respect
to the first atom into the cavity. This leads to bunched light
due to the emission of photon pairs via |−〉, see Fig. 2(b).
At φz = 3pi/2, the second atom is uncoupled from the cav-
ity yielding effectively a single atom configuration, for which
the light field is antibunched. By moving the second atom
towards the next antinode of the cavity field to the right,
it starts to couple to the cavity again but now radiating in-
phase w.r.t. the first atom (φz = 2pi). In the entire pro-
cess, the photon distribution is well described by the qnbd.
From the parameters of the qnbd, which here change from
(s, p) = (2.83, 0.92) to (s, p) = (−8.7, 1.07), one can distin-
guish the classical bunched distribution at φz = pi and the
nonclassical antibunched distribution at φz = 2pi.
For s → 1, it is easy to show that the nbd tends to a
thermal distribution (Bose-Einstein distribution) given
by
Pth(n) =
1
1 + n¯
(
n¯
1 + n¯
)n
, (15)
with n¯ = 〈a†a〉 = (1 − p)/p. In this limit, g(2) → 2 and
0 < Q→ 〈a†a〉, which is characteristic for a thermal state
[4]. On the contrary, when s→∞ and p→ 1 but 〈a†a〉 =
s(1 − p)/p stays finite, g(2) → 1 and Q → 0, i.e., the
Poissonian statistics of coherent light is recovered. The
nbd for diagonal systems can thus be seen as intermediate
between coherent and thermal statistics, well-suited to
describe (classical) bunched light.
In Fig. 5, we consider the aforementioned crossover
from bunched to antibunched light when changing from
an in- to an out-of-phase configuration with respect to the
photon distribution. As expected, the interatomic phase
proves to be a critical factor for the resulting photon
distribution. Moreover, we find that during this classical
to nonclassical transition, the photon distribution of the
system can be described by a quantum version of the
negative binomial distribution (qnbd), which allows for
a broader parameter regime as the previously discussed
nbd. To see this, we use (14a) and (14b) to connect
the parameters of the nbd, s and p, to the encountered
quantum witnesses g(2) and Q yielding s = (g(2) − 1)−1
and p = (1 + Q)−1. The usual parameter limitations of
7the nbd hence directly translate to
s ≥ 0 ⇔ g(2) ≥ 1 , (16a)
p ≤ 1 ⇔ Q ≥ 0 , (16b)
i.e., bunched light with a (super-)Poissonian statistics.
The conventional restrictions of the nbd therefore simply
reflect the boundary between classical and nonclassical
light. Note that the further restriction p ≥ 0 leads to the
well-known boundary of Q from below, namely Q ≥ −1,
where Q = −1 is true for a Fock state [4]. When re-
moving these restrictions, i.e., allowing for s < 0 and
p > 1, our studies show that the generalized nbd, which
we term qnbd, is suited to describe classical and nonclas-
sical states of light. We define the qnbd as the nbd in the
classical domain (P
(qnbd)
s,p (n) = Ps,p(n) for s > 0, p < 1)
and as
P (qnbd)s,p (n) =
{ NPs,p(n) for n ≤ |s|+ 1 ,
0 for n > |s|+ 1 , (17)
in the nonclassical domain (s < 0, p > 1). Naively, one
could define the qnbd as the nbd with extended param-
eter regime. This, however, leads - admittedly only for
very nonclassical light fields - to a few inconsistencies
such that the so defined qnbd no longer constitutes a
valid, i.e., positive and normalized, probability distribu-
tion (see appendix for a detailed discussion). Hence, we
define the qnbd in the nonclassical domain with a cut-off
at n = |s|+ 1 and a normalizing factor N compensating
for the cut-off. Note that this cut-off and the normalizing
factor are only crucial when investigating very nonclassi-
cal light fields (see appendix). Within our studies of the
two-atom-cavity system, for instance, we never encoun-
tered a regime in which the nontruncated qnbd failed.
For the sake of well-definedness, we nevertheless use the
definition of (17).
We can also verify the nonclassicality of the qnbd by
using Klyshko’s criterion [34] considering neighbouring
probabilities:
κn =
(n+ 1)P (n− 1)P (n+ 1)
nP (n)2
. (18)
A value of κn < 1 indicates nonclassical behaviour of the
corresponding distribution P (n). For the (q)nbd, we can
evaluate (18) to κ
(qnbd)
n = (s+n)/(s+n−1). For positive
s, obviously κn > 1 holds, indicating a classical distribu-
tion, i.e., the nbd. For s < 0, however, κn is smaller
than one as long as n < |s|+1, which coincides with the
cutting condition in the definition of the qnbd (17). The
qnbd can thus be seen as the nonclassical counterpart (or
generalization) of the nbd.
In Fig. 5 at φz = pi, the light field is bunched, while
with the same parameters, but at φz = 2pi, the light
field is antibunched. At all values of φz , the qnbd ac-
curately describes this transition. In the classical do-
main (here at φz = pi, 5pi/4) the qnbd reduces to the nbd
with parameters fulfilling the usual restrictions indicating
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FIG. 6. Comparison of the photon distribution of the sys-
tem as calculated from (4) (black, filled) with coherent (red,
checked), thermal (blue, lined) and a quantum version of the
negative binomial distribution (blank) in different regimes
of light statistics: (a) thermal at (η, g) = (4.2, 0.8)κ, (b)
bunched at (η, g) = (1.5, 0.6)κ, (c) coherent at (η, g) =
(7.0, 7.0)κ and (d) antibunched at (η, g) = (0.6, 0.6)κ of Fig.
3(a). In each subplot, the probability distribution P (n) and
the deviations from the photon distribution of the system
∆P (n) = P (n) − Psystem(n) for up to n = 5 photons are
shown. The parameters of the qnbd are here (a) (p, s) ≈
(0.58, 0.99), (b) (p, s) ≈ (0.76, 2.44), (c) (p, s) ≈ (1.00,−540),
and (d) p ≈ 1.07 > 1, s ≈ −7.4 < 0. Observe that at the
coherent point, the parameters are very sensitive. In (c),
g(2) = 0.998 is actually slightly antibunched leading to the
high negative value of s.
(super-)Poissonian statistics. At, for instance, φz = 3pi/2
(single atom) and φz = 2pi (two atoms in phase), the
light field is, however, sub-Poissonian, which is reflected
by the parameters of the qnbd, which for φz = 2pi yield
(s, p) = (−8.7, 1.07) clearly violating the usual restric-
tions of the nbd.
Our study further shows that the photon distribution
of the cavity in quite different photon statistics domains
can be well described by the (q)nbd. Examples of the
photon distribution of the system in domains of different
statistics are depicted in Fig. 6 and compared to coher-
ent distribution, thermal distribution and the quantum
version of the negative binomial distribution. In all four
domains of Fig. 6, i.e., (a) thermal, (b) bunched, (c) co-
herent and (d) antibunched, the qnbd is well suited to de-
scribe the photon distribution of the system. Particularly
in the nonclassical regime of (d), where the parameters
of the qnbd are p ≈ 1.07 > 1 and s ≈ −7.4 < 0, the qnbd
fits very well with a maximum deviation from the system
of the order of ∆P (n) . 10−3 and a calculated fidelity
of 1. Note that in all plots, the fidelity is higher than
0.999. In the superbunched region at high mean photon
numbers, however, the qnbd fails to describe the photon
distribution within the cavity, which becomes peaked at
high values of n.
The qnbd constitutes an intriguing tool to study the
photon statistics of light fields in quantum optics, as it
8can be defined in terms of two very well-known nonclassi-
cality measures, i.e., g(2) and Q. In the classical regime,
the qnbd reduces to the negative binomial distribution,
known since the 90’s in the quantum optics community as
an intermediate between a thermal and a coherent distri-
bution. In addition, as demonstrated in this article, this
distribution can be extended to the nonclassical domain,
covering a broad parameter regime.
V. CONCLUSION
We have shown that the photon statistics of the col-
lective radiation of two atoms in a cavity is quite mul-
tifaceted. By modifying the interatomic phase only, i.e.,
merely moving one atom, the resulting cavity light field
can be tuned from antibunched to superbunched and
from nonclassical to classical. The highest nonclassical-
ity was found for two atoms radiating in-phase into the
cavity when all occurring processes were comparable and
thus do compete strongly. We were further able to de-
scribe the photon distribution in the nonclassical domain
by introducing a quantum version of the negative bino-
mial distribution, the parameters of which are directly re-
lated to two well-known nonclassicality measures, namely
the second-order intensity correlation function at zero
time g(2)(0) and the Mandel Q parameter. The experi-
mental conditions that we use have been achieved in the
lab recently [16, 17]. We are thus confident that the pre-
sented φz-dependent photon statistics will stimulate new
experimental activities.
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Appendix: Constraints of the quantum negative
binomial distribution
In the main article, we extended the negative bino-
mial distribution Ps,p(n) to the nonclassical regime by
allowing new parameter ranges, i.e., s < 0 and p > 1.
In this appendix, we will investigate and discuss the ex-
tended probability distribution, the qnbd, in the newly
allowed parameter regime of nonclassicality. In order to
be a valid probability distribution, the qnbd should be
FIG. 7. Absolute value of the critical probability Pcr of
the nontruncated qnbd in the nonclassical area (g(2), Q) :
(0,−1) → (1, 0). The constraints for the nontruncated qnbd
are given by the bold red line indicating |Pcr| = 0.001 and
by the dashed orange line showing Q = −0.5. The colour
code reveals the mean photon number 〈a†a〉 which is spec-
ified according to 〈a†a〉 = Q/(g(2) − 1). Observe that for
g(2) → 1, 〈a†a〉 can become arbitrarily high (the color code
here stops at 〈a†a〉 = 5), and the mean photon number is
not specified at the border point to the classical area, i.e., at
(g(2), Q) = (1, 0). The white lines are due to the divergence
of the Gamma function, which can be neglected (see the text
for details).
positive (with 0 ≤ Ps,p(n) ≤ 1) and normalized. We will
see that in the first definition of the qnbd, i.e., simply
extending the nbd without any cut-off, a few inconsis-
tencies can occur, which to some extent, however, can be
circumvented.
The qnbd is, for instance, ill-defined when its param-
eter s takes the values s ∈ Z \ N0, which in terms
of experimentally accessible quantities corresponds to
g(2) = (n− 1)/n with n ∈ N. These singularities are due
to the divergence of the gamma function, but fortunately
they are removable since the corresponding limits match
each other, i.e., lims→z− Ps,p(n) = lims→z+ Ps,p(n) for
z ∈ Z \ N0. As a consequence, we are allowed to disre-
gard these singularities.
For the state of zero photons, the qnbd always predicts
a positive probability for n = 0 photons, Ps,p(n = 0) = p
s
as p is positive in the classical as well as nonclassical
domain. Using the recursion relation of the qnbd given
by
Ps,p(n+ 1)
Ps,p(n)
=
s+ n
n+ 1
(1− p) , (A.1)
we are able to infer a condition for the positivity of the
probabilities for higher n. In the classical domain with
parameter restrictions p ≤ 1 and s > 0, it is obvious from
(A.1) that the probabilities are positive for all photon
numbers n in this domain. The normalization follows
directly from the negative binomial distribution.
In the nonclassical regime, however, the parameters p
and s are given by p > 1 and s < 0. The recursion re-
lation (A.1) thus only predicts a positive Ps,p(n + 1) as
9long as n < |s|. For n ≥ ncr := ⌊|s|⌋+ 2 (with ⌊.⌋ being
the floor function), the probabilities can become negative
and in fact alternate between negative and positive for
large n. Yet, depending on the actual photon statistics,
the negative probabilities occur for large photon num-
bers only with neglectable probability. In the example of
Fig. 5, for instance, the first negative probability is given
by Ps=−8.7,p=1.07(n = 10) = −1.85 · 10−14. In order to
quantify this observation, we define a critical probability
Pcr as the first negative probability, i.e., Pcr = Ps,p(ncr).
Whenever |Pcr| is neglectable and the probabilities tend
to decrease for n ≥ ncr, the nontruncated qnbd is a valid
probability distribution in the sense that it is normalized
and positive with 0 ≤ Ps,p(n) ≤ 1. Note that the con-
straints going along with the normalization coincide with
the above limits for the critical probability, since the sum
of Ps,p(n) for all n ≥ ncr is approximately zero under the
above conditions. A condition for decreasing probabili-
ties, i.e., |Ps,p(n + 1)| ≤ |Ps,p(n)|, can be derived from
the recursion relation (A.1), which for n ≥ ncr > |s| can
be bounded by
Ps,p(n+ 1)
Ps,p(n)
=
n− |s|
n+ 1
(1− p) < (1− p) . (A.2)
In order to obtain decreasing probabilities the absolute
value of the ratio should thus be less than one, leading
to p < 2 or Q > −0.5.
In Fig. 7, we plot the absolute value of the critical
probability as a function of g(2) and Q over the whole
nonclassical domain. The color encodes the mean pho-
ton number, which is defined for each point according to
〈a†a〉 = Q/(g(2) − 1) (except for the classical point at
g(2) = 1, Q = 0). The thin white lines indicate the di-
vergence of the Gamma function, which can be neglected
since the joining limits match each other (see the dis-
cussion above). The bold red line and the dashed or-
ange line reflect the two aforementioned constraints of
the nontruncated qnbd, namely a non-neglectable criti-
cal probability |Pcr| = 0.001 and decreasing probabilities
for Q > −0.5, respectively. These constraints mark the
valid regime of the nontruncated qnbd in the area to the
right from the two lines of Fig. 7.
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